
ABOUT THE TALKS 
 
Ulf Friberg: Contemporary society, learning and the individualistic dilemma 
What happens to the teaching if college students are increasingly oriented in an 
individualistic discourse and do not recognize the collective identity? A question Ulf Friberg in 
recent years has been trying to answer. In his talk he will address thoughts and findings from 
his interviews exploring modern individualism in a teaching context, with students and 
teachers from all four theater colleges in Sweden. 
 
Tine Damborg: Egos in Education: Experiences in team teaching. 
Tine Damborg will, based on her experience with team teaching in- and outside of The Danish 
National School of Performing Arts in Odense, talk about what team teaching might require 
emotionally and bodymind-ly of the teachers involved. So that the experience of sharing the 
responsibility (read as the ability to respond) of teaching, is perceived to be useful and 
meaningful both for students and teachers. Tine will argue how team teaching has the 
potential of offering the individual teacher with an opportunity of presenting their subject 
matter in a more fluid and multi dimensional way, as well as comment on how team teaching 
can be a less isolated and a more sustainable way of teaching. 
 
Kent Sjöström: A Present-Day Curriculum? 
To a high degree the traditional curriculum in a theatre academy is based on stable working 
roles, based on a stable division of labour. This tradition is challenged in today’s theatre 
landscape, through a plethora of artistic methods and approaches. I will discuss some 
experiences from Malmö Theatre Academy, about how an academy that earlier only worked 
with theatre arts, now also is facing and using theoretical and conceptual approaches on 
performance art in a wide sense, and how this has created a fruitful discussion about artistic 
identities and future actor’s training. 
 
Peter Melin: The positive effects of using Critical Response Process, a simple enough protocol 
for feedback - with endless possibilities. 
Peter will share experiences and examples about how Liz Lermans method for giving and 
receiving feedback, the so called  "Critical Response Process"  are used at the Academy of 
Music and Drama in Gothenburg. Peter will focus on the side effects on student patterns he 
finds linked to learning and using this method. If you want to have a first hand experience of 
the method please join the Saturday workshop.  
 
 
 
Alexander Roberts: Learning with the City  
This short talk will introduce a set of initiatives that are currently being experimented with on 
the MFA Performing Arts at Iceland Academy of the Arts. The talk will discuss specific open-
class formats, alumni life-long-learning policies, as well as post-studio strategies, that each 
open the MFA Performing Arts programme out into the life of the city – and equally open the 
life of the city out to the programme.  
 
Steinunn Knútsdottir: The Empowerment of the students 
A talk on how to use the methods of life coaching in a learning situation. 



How can we as educators resist teaching and allow learning to happen? 
How can we as educators enhance our ability to listen to our student? 
How can we as educators enable learning by asking powerful questions? 
 
Dorthe Koch: Empowerment and technique  
In 2018 Dorthe gave a 3 week workshop to four 3rd year acting students at The Danish 
National School Of Performing Arts in Copenhagen. They chose the very open frame: „Texts 
written by women“. In her talk Dorthe will be sharing some of the thoughts, ideas and 
reflections from the project. She will relate to topics such as: 
Empowerment/Agency/Personal engagement; Equality/Gender; Skills and techniques; 
Division of responsibilities/How to create a safe space. 
 
Egill Ingibergsson will talk about Time  
A litle sparkle on how we see or don‘t see our time. How we think about time, embrace it, 
spend it and safe it, though in the end it leads us to an irreversible end. 
 
 


